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Abstract
This study reports mixed-methods research findings, which assesses the level of mathematics
teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) in selected secondary schools of Zanzibar. A
Likert-scale questionnaire related to PCK self-assessment was administered to 69 teachers, 12 of
whom were observed three times during lesson delivery in their respective mathematics
classrooms. Both descriptive, inferential, and qualitative analyses were used. The study based on
a questionnaire revealed that the level of mathematics teachers’ PCK was moderate. However,
significant differences in the levels of PCK based on teacher’s education level and teaching
experience were observed, while teachers’ specializations showed no significant differences in
their PCK level. The findings based on observation indicate that the level of PCK in classroom
practices is low. This indicates the teachers’ challenge in the implementation of PCK in classroom
practices. There is, therefore, a need for more in-service training on raising teachers’ PCK levels,
which will eventually lead to improved mathematics teaching and learning.
Keywords: assessment, effective teaching, mathematics teachers, PCK level

INTRODUCTION
The study on the effectiveness of mathematics
teaching and learning has attracted the attention of many
researchers. Among their focus is on determining the
quality of teachers as the core factor affecting
mathematics teaching and learning, with much of their
effort is on identifying the specific knowledge suitable
for them to teach mathematics effectively (GessNewsome et al., 2017; Hurrell, 2013). Researchers
indicated that good and quality mathematics teachers
have sufficient knowledge and skills in teaching a
particular topic (Baumert et al., 2010). Thus, they came
to examine and assess this particular knowledge
possessed by mathematics teachers for effective
mathematics teaching and learning process.
Mathematical knowledge, skill, and attitude are vital
equipment and the appropriate competencies for

effective
mathematics
teaching
and
learning,
particularly in the current world of science and
technology (MoEVT, 2010). These competencies allow
teachers to have a good plan, organize the lesson well,
and use appropriate instructional strategies (Saad,
Ghani, & Rajendran, 2015). They also help teachers
address their learners’ difficulties, preconceptions, and
misconceptions (Ma’rufi, Budayasa, & Juniati, 2018). In
this case, it is said that teachers are professionally and
skillfully in integrating and transforming the knowledge
and deliver it in a way that students can easily
understand (Ma’rufi et al. 2018; Saad et al., 2015). This
professional knowledge is known as pedagogical
content knowledge (PCK). Shulman (1987), the inventor
of this domain knowledge of teaching, defined PCK as
“the blending of content and pedagogy into an
understanding of how topics, problems, or issues are
organized, represented, and adapted to the diverse
interests and abilities of learners, and presented for
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Contribution to the literature
•
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•

This study brings additional contributions in the field of STEM education research.
Particularly, it adds more information on the teachers’ knowledge and suggests new methods for
interested educational researchers.
The study clearly informs on the role of the PCK towards improving mathematics teaching and address
related challenges.

instruction” (p. 8). Hence, PCK is valuable in
determining the unique construction of the lesson in
classroom practice.
In the current sense of a mathematics teaching, there
is a difference between a mathematician and a
mathematics educator (Saad et al., 2015); that is the
difference between being good in mathematics content
and being good in teaching mathematics content. These
two aspects of teachers’ knowledge are not the same,
though they are related because they complement each
other. It is not enough for mathematics teachers to be just
good in content by carrying out procedures for solving
mathematics problems but unable to develop the
appropriate strategies for illustration of mathematical
concepts or ideas (Turnuklu & Yesildere, 2007). Teachers
with quality PCK can harmonize mathematics content
knowledge with other knowledge of teaching
mathematics to make comprehensive learning (Ma’rufi
et al., 2018). Lack of synchronizing the knowledge will
result in difficulties in teaching mathematics effectively.
In this way, PCK can be considered the appropriate
knowledge
for
bridging
the
gap
between
mathematicians and mathematics educators.
Mathematics teachers must have an appropriate level
of PCK since this type of knowledge influences students’
learning and hence leads to better performance. Through
the proper level of PCK, the teachers are capable of
implementing different theories of learning, including
predicting pre-existing knowledge and misconception of
the students, thinking of appropriate teaching strategies
that can fit certain mathematics content, and also using
multiple ways of presenting the concepts, to produce
meaningful learning (Kathirveloo, Puteh, & Matematik,
2014). According to Cueto et al. (2017), and Callingham,
Carmichael, and Watson (2016), teachers with higher
PCK are likely to have students with higher scores in
mathematics. That is to say, mathematics teachers with a
high level of PCK are more suitable for effectively
transferring their mathematics knowledge and skills to
the learners.
The newly reviewed curriculum for secondary
schools in Tanzania (MoEVT, 2007) demands the
mathematics teachers to have knowledge, skills, and
attitude to build their competences in teaching
mathematic, achieving the appropriate PCK level, and
helping students to perform better. However, most of
these teachers are having insufficient competences.
Mohamed, Ramadhan, and Mbarouk (2017) revealed
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that among the reasons for poor learning outcomes in
Zanzibar are teachers’ inadequate competencies in
knowledge, skill, and classroom effectiveness.
Therefore, it is important to consider mathematics
teachers at the secondary level as this is a level where the
government expects to produce a workforce that can
improve the country’s socio-economic development
(MoEVT, 2007).
Despite the several studies conducted about the
significance of PCK for mathematics teachers (Berry et
al., 2017; Danisman & Tanisli, 2017; Even, Elen, &
Depaepe, 2015), very few studies were done on how to
assess their PCK level. Moreover, the knowledge of PCK
has received little attention in Unguja-island (Zanzibar)
and Tanzania’s perspective in general. We believe that
understanding the level of mathematics teachers PCK
may be the starting point in addressing their classroom
competencies. Therefore, this study discusses assessing
the level of mathematics teachers PCK in secondary
schools of Unguja-Island (Zanzibar) of Tanzania.
Theoretical and Empirical Perspective about PCK
Assessment
PCK in mathematics is assessed in different ways
depending upon the goal of researchers and the context
of their research. The use of different terminologies for
assessing mathematics teachers PCK was revealed from
various studies. Some of the researchers used measuring
of mathematics teachers PCK (Rowan & Atkins-Burnett,
2001), while others termed as examining of mathematics
teachers PCK (Danisman & Tanisli, 2017; Özdemir &
Soylu, 2017; Şahin, Gökkurt, & Soylu, 2016) and others
used explore mathematics teachers PCK (Kathirveloo et
al. 2014). No matter which term was given to it, they all
focus on determining the quality, level, status, and value
of mathematics teachers PCK and mainly to provide
information on where to improve when designing the
teacher training programs.
The concept of PCK has been widely discussed by
many scholars, where no common consensus has been
reached the components to be included. However, these
scholars came to agree to start with Shulman’s concept
of PCK, which contain two key components as the base
(van Driel, Verloop, & de Vos, 1998), and subsequently
extended the concept to some other components of
teacher’s knowledge (Danisman & Tanisli, 2017;
Magidanga, 2017; Taşdan & Çelik, 2016; Yıldırım &
Topalcengiz, 2019). The two critical elements presented
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by Shulman are knowledge representation of subject
matter and understanding of students’ learning
difficulties,
preconception,
and
misconception
(Shulman, 1987).
The diverse concept of PCK provided an opportunity
for different studies based on the researcher’s interest in
various components of PCK. As a consequence, some
studies assessing mathematics teachers PCK on content
and pedagogy (Lim & Guerra, 2015), while others
examining PCK based on knowledge of students only
(Ma’rufi et al., 2018), and others mix knowledge of
understanding students and knowledge of instructional
strategies (Şahin et al., 2016). There are also studies that
explored mathematics teachers’ PCK in terms of content
knowledge, curriculum knowledge, student knowledge,
and teaching methods and strategies. This provides
recognition that PCK is consistent with other domains’
knowledge of teaching by which effective teachers
consider them to be essential.
The literature shows that assessment of PCK has been
done for both pre-service and in-service mathematics
teachers and across different grade levels. Morrison and
Luttenegger did the study (2015) focus on measuring
PCK using teachers who teach at kindergarten. Lim and
Guerra (2015) focused on assessing PCK for the preservice teachers at the primary level. Şahin et al. (2016)
examined the PCK of prospective teachers of the
secondary level while Danisman and Tanisli (2017), with
Özdemir and Soylu (2017), examined the PCK of inservice mathematics teachers of secondary level.
Generally, both types of teachers, whether pre-service or
in-service of different grade levels, need to be assessed
to obtain information that can help improve the standard
and quality of mathematics teaching.
Different researchers have used several techniques in
considering mathematics teachers’ PCK. Some of the
researchers used qualitative methods when assessing
teachers’ PCK (Turnuklu & Yesildere, 2007; Ma’rufi et
al., 2018). At the same time, others used quantitative
approaches (Aksu, Metin, & Konyalioglu, 2014; Lim &
Guerra, 2015). Some even used mixed methods to assess
mathematics teachers PCK (Martinovic & Manizade,
2017). In all of the above methods, researchers tried to
provide the best understanding of their problem.
Researchers used various instruments of quantitative
and qualitative methods to assess the teachers’ quality of
mathematics teachers based on PCK. Regarding the
quantitative instruments, PCK scales were developed by
some researchers, which can be accessed (Aksu et al.,
2014; Yıldırım & Topalcengiz, 2019). Also, other
researchers used qualitative research design in their
study of examining mathematics teachers PCK. In their
study, Özdemir and Soylu (2017) used eight open-ended
questions as semi-structured interviews with forty-one
mathematics teachers to obtain information about their
PCK.

The assessment of mathematics teachers PCK can be
determined through the subject and through a topic of
subject; Because of this; some researchers choose to
assess mathematics teachers PCK on specific topics such
as fraction (Şahin et al., 2016), probability (Danisman &
Tanisli, 2017), function (Ma’rufi et al., 2018). However,
some others (Lim & Guerra, 2015) assess more than one
topic. These researchers tried to find the area where
teachers can effectively implement their PCK
competence and develop different results and
suggestions.
While many studies from the literature used the
above mention strategies to evaluate mathematics
teachers PCK, this study went further to assess the level
of PCK for mathematics teachers, as this kind of
assessment has not been given more attention to many
studies about PCK for teachers. Therefore, this study
used both self-assessment questionnaires and classroom
observation to assess the level of secondary mathematics
teachers PCK in Unguja-island of Tanzania effectively.
The study was reported using the framework of
teachers’ mathematics content knowledge (MTCK),
teachers’ knowledge representation, and strategies
(TKRS), together with teachers’ knowledge of learners
(TKL) as the components of PCK. As such this study
aimed to answer the following questions:
1. What is the level of mathematics teachers PCK
based on a self-assessment?
2. What are the main contributing factors in PCK
difference
observed
among
mathematics
teachers?
3. How is the level of mathematics teachers’ PCK in
classroom practice?

METHOD
Research Design
The research employed a mixed-method explanatory
sequential research design. Both quantitative and
qualitative approaches were used in the collection of
data. The mixed-method was found suitable to
strengthen the quality of the study (Creswell, 2014).
Participants
Participants were 69 in-service teachers (34 male and
35 female) who teach mathematics in public secondary
schools. These teachers were obtained randomly from
three regions of the Unguja-Island of Zanzibar,
Tanzania. These teachers were in the age range from 22
to 60, with teaching experience range 1-37 years.
Although these teachers teach mathematics due to the
scarcity of science and mathematics teachers in
secondary schools, some did not specialize in
mathematics in their teacher education development
program. However, these teachers are in a continuous
particular program, which converts them to teach
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Table 1. Distribution of the score in the classroom observation based on three components
Component of PCK
Number of items
Excellence (3 points) Acceptable (2 points)
MTCK
8
24
16
TKRS
12
36
24
TKL
10
30
20
Total
30
90
60

mathematics and science subjects. Out of these 69
teachers, 42 specialized in mathematics as their subject
specialist while 27 specialized in other subjects. These
participants were also in different education levels, of
which four own certificates, 12 own diploma, 49 own
bachelor’s degrees, and 4 hold Master’s degrees. All
these 69 teachers were involved in filling up the
questionnaire, 12 of whom participated in the classroom
observation.
Instruments and Validation
The instruments used for data collection were
questionnaires and classroom observation. The
questionnaire consists of two sections. The first section
presents demographic information about the teachers’
age, gender, level of education, year of experience, and
several times the teacher attended in-service training.
The second section occupied the Likert-scales from 1 to
5 in the rank ranges from strongly disagree to strongly
agree, respectively adapted from (Aksu et al. 2014), and
it is in a self-assessment form. The items of this Likertscale were divided into three parts based on the
components of PCK. These components were teachers’
content knowledge, which occupied 15 items, teachers’
knowledge of representation and strategies, which
occupied 24 items, together with teachers’ knowledge of
learners, which occupied 11 items. The instrument was
piloted, after which the reliability was checked using
Cronbach Alpha Coefficient and found to be .876, which
is above .85 (Pavot et al. 1991).
For the observation protocol, items were also
observed in terms of the three components of PCK. There
were 30 items in total, with eight items from content
knowledge, 12 items from the knowledge of
representation and strategies, and ten items from the
knowledge of learners. The items were determined using
three ranking ranges from deficiency to excellence in the
rank scale range from 1 to 3. The inter-rater reliability
with the instrument was checked using Kappa and was
found to be in substantial agreement with the size .643
(Landis & Koch, 1997).
Data Analysis
The quantitative analyses of questionnaires were
done using both descriptive and inferential statistics.
The descriptive statistics used to analyze the PCK level
for mathematics teachers in terms of three components,
where mean and standard deviation were identified.
Based on the earlier mentioned five Likert-scales,
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Deficiency (1point)
8
12
10
30

strongly disagree (1 point) to disagree (2 points) is set to
be low level, neutral (3 points) is considered to be
moderate level, and agree (4 points) to strongly agree (5
points) is regarded to be high level.
On the other hand, inferential statistics were used to
check the statistical significance differences of
mathematics teachers’ level of PCK in educational levels,
specializations, and teaching experiences. Hence, an
independent t-test compared the mean score of the
groups (Pallant, 2005) within these three categories. The
category used to compare the mean score of education
level between teachers was grouped as certificate and
diploma as one, while degrees and masters as another
group. Regarding specialization, the mean score was
compared between a group of mathematics
specialization and other specialization. Moreover, the
mean score for the teaching experience, was compared
between the group of teachers having below up to five
years as one group and above five years of experience as
another group. The relative magnitude of the difference
in the mean is determined using the eta square, which is
interpreted using the eta square value suggested by
(Cohen, 1988) with .01 as a small effect, .06 as a moderate
effect .14 as large effect size. Statistical Package for Social
Scientists (SPSS) version 20 was used to gather and
analyzed these data.
The analysis of classroom observation was done by
calculating the average score of each component of PCK
observed in three teaching sessions for each of the 12
mathematics teachers in their teaching process. In this
analysis, 3 points were given for the item that was
excellence observed, 2 points were given for the item that
was acceptable observed although not sufficiently, and 1
point was given to the item that was not observed.
Hence, the threshold for each item’s accepted score in
each component of PCK is set to be 2 points.
Table 1 provides more clarification on the
distribution of scores. The highest score of mathematics
teachers’ content knowledge (MTCK) is 24 points, and
the lowest is 8 points, while the accepted score is starting
from 16 points. For the teachers’ knowledge of
representation and strategies (TKRS), 36 points are
considered the highest point, and 12 is the lowest point,
while the accepted point is 24 scores. Furthermore, for
the teachers’ knowledge of learners (TKL), 30 points is
considered to be the highest and 10 points is the lowest,
while 20 score is the beginning of the accepted point.
Teachers’ overall average scores were also calculated for
assessing their classroom practice in terms of PCK in
general. The number of items indicates that the highest
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Table 2. Descriptive analysis of the self-assessment of mathematics Teachers’ PCK based on three components
N
Mean
Std. Deviation
MTCK
69
3.49
.44
TKRS
69
3.50
.62
TKL
69
3.47
.66
Table 3. Descriptive analysis of the self-assessment of mathematics teachers’ PCK based on three categories
N
Mean
Std. Deviation
Educational level
Certificate and Diploma
16
3.25
.36
Degree and Master
53
3.56
.48
Specialization
Math Specialization
42
3.50
.42
Other Specialization
27
3.47
.55
Year of experience Below and up to 5 years
34
3.33
.35
Above 5 years
35
3.64
.53
Table 4. Independent sample t-test for the case of educational level
F
Sig.
t
df
2.052
.157
-2.393
67

Sig. (2-tailed)
.02

Effect size
.0787

Table 5. An independent t-test for the case of specialization
F
Sig.
t
df
3.512
.065
.325
67

Sig. (2-tailed)
.746

Effect size
.002

Table 6. An independent t-test for the case of teaching experience
F
Sig.
t
df
8.66
.004
-2.929
58.634

Sig. (2-tailed)
.05

Effect size
.128

score level of mathematics teachers PCK to be 90 points
and the lowest score level to be that of 30 points in total.
Therefore, the threshold for teachers’ acceptable
performance was set at 60 points. This type of analysis
was adapted from the study (Turnuklu & Yesildere,
2007) when determining PCK in mathematics for preservice primary mathematics teachers’ perspectives in
Turkey.

FINDINGS
Quantitative Analysis of Mathematics Teachers’ PCK
What is the level of mathematics teachers PCK based
on a self-assessment?
The descriptive analysis of the self-assessment
questionnaire on the PCK level of mathematics teachers
was done based on the three components; teachers’
mathematics content knowledge (MTCK), teachers’
knowledge of representation and strategies (TKRS)
together with teachers’ knowledge of learners (TKL).
The result obtained from Table 2 shows that the mean
score of each of the three components of PCK was
observed to be moderate.
What are the main contributing factors in PCK
difference observed among mathematics teachers?
The descriptive analysis of the self-assessment
questionnaire on the PCK level of mathematics teachers

was done based on the three categories of educational
levels, specializations, and years of experience.
The result obtained from Table 3 revealed that there
slight differences in the mean score of mathematics
teachers’ PCK for all three group categories of education
levels, specializations, and experiences in teaching
mathematics. However, further analysis was conducted
to check if the differences observed within each
category’s groups are statistically significant.
An independent-samples t-test was conducted (see
Table 4) to compare the mathematics teachers’ PCK for
the level of education. The table’s result revealed a
significant difference in mathematics teacher’s PCK
based on education level. However, the magnitude of the
difference was observed to be moderate (eta squared =
0.0787).
From Table 5, an independent-samples t-test was
conducted to compare the mathematics teachers’ PCK
for specialization. The result from the table revealed that
there is no significant difference in mathematics
teacher’s PCK for mathematics specialization.
Consequently, the effect size was observed to be very
small (eta squared = 0.002).
An independent-samples t-test was conducted to
compare the mathematics teachers’ PCK in terms of
teaching experience. The result from the table revealed
that there is a significant difference in mathematics
teacher’s PCK based on experience and the magnitude of
the difference was moderate (eta squared = .128).
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Figure 1. Mean score item of three-component of PCK for each of the twelve teacher

Figure 2. Mean score item of three components of PCK
Table 7. Overall average of mathematics teachers PCK in terms of three components
MTCK
TKRS
TKL
14.56
16.19
9.619

How is the level of mathematics teachers’ PCK in
classroom practices?
The analysis of classroom observation was conducted
to observe the PCK level of mathematics teachers during
classroom practice. Figure 1 shows the result of the mean
score of each of the three components for each of the
twelve teachers. The result shows that only two out of
twelve teachers were succeeded in reaching the accepted
value for MTCK. However, for TKRS and TKL, none of
the twelve teachers reaches the accepted value.
Figure 2 shows the overall mean score item of each of
the three components of PCK. The overall teachers’
content knowledge was observed to score higher
compared to other components of PCK. However, all
three components were not reached the accepted value
of 2 points.
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PCK
40.37

The result from Table 7 shows the overall average
score of each of the three components. The average score
of mathematics teachers’ content knowledge (MTCK)
was found to be 14.56. This value is less than the
accepted level (which is set to be 16 points), which
implies that mathematics teachers PCK in terms of
content knowledge in the classroom practice is low. In
terms of teachers’ knowledge of representation and
strategies (TKRS), 16.19 was found to be the average
score in comparison with the accepted value of 24 points;
hence the obtained overall score is low, and individually,
no teacher was found to be above the accepted value.
Also, all teachers’ average score in terms of mathematics
teachers’ knowledge of learners (TKL) is found to be 9.6.
This value is less than 20 points accepted score.
Regarding an individual score, there was no record of
any teacher who scored above the accepted level.
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Additionally, most of the teachers were even below half
of the accepted level of score. This implies that
mathematics teachers PCK in terms of knowledge of
learners in the classroom practice is deficient.
The overall average score of all teachers in terms of
all three components of PCK ((MTCK), (TKRS), and
(TKL)) was found to be 40.37. This value is less than the
accepted score level which is 60 points. Therefore, PCK
level for mathematics teachers in the classroom practice
is low.
Qualitative Analysis of Mathematics Teachers PCK
The observation of mathematics teachers during
classroom practice involved observing the items related
to PCK in terms of three components of (MTCK), (TKRS),
and (TKL). These teachers experienced these items
during the delivery of the lesson in their respective
mathematics topics. However, some difficulties related
to some of these items were also observed;
Mathematics teachers’ content knowledge
Lesson Introduction: The majority of these 12 teachers
were observed to be less knowledgeable about how to
introduce the lesson clearly. During their lesson
introduction, these teachers did not observe to put more
consideration on the learners’ pre-existing knowledge;
hence they did not use any activities to capture what
learners have in their minds. Consequently, some of
these teachers introduced the lesson themselves without
incorporate students’ thinking (T2, T4, T9, T11, and T12).
In contrast, teachers brainstormed the learners base on
the presented lesson with less interest in using learners’
prior knowledge ( T1, T3, T5, and T10). Additionally,
only three out of these 12 teachers started with activities
and question related to life experience as a way of
capturing learners’ previous knowledge (example T6,
T7, and T8).
Relate the lesson with the previous topics and with
different aspects of mathematics concept: Five out of twelve
teachers (T1, T6, T7, T8, and T10) observed to connect
their lesson with the previous topics and all others
remaining teachers did not observe to do so. In this
sense, it provides an impression for students not to see
the necessity of linking topics, so they end up treating
each topic independently. On the other hand, only two
teachers (T6 and T7) observed connecting the lesson with
other aspects of mathematics. The remaining teachers
stick to the same idea and failed to diverse the concept
they taught to other different aspects of mathematics.
The use of appropriate materials in relation to mathematics
topics being taught: Apart from chalk, board, all
mathematics teachers except one (T6) did not use any
other appropriate teaching materials in their teaching.
This gives the researchers the impression that teachers
might have thoughts that mathematics involves more of
calculation, which does not necessarily require the use of

more other materials; hence they were confident not to
use any other appropriate materials to make students
understand the topics better.
Teachers’ knowledge of representation and strategies
Employs learner-centered approaches to engage learners in
the learning process: Large numbers of these twelve
teachers (T2, T3, T4, T5, T9, T10, T11, and T12) seemed to
dominate the lesson and not to facilitate the lesson. Does
this observation indicate less awareness of teachers
about what learner center approach is? Hence, teacherstudent interactions were observed to play a significant
role in the class compare to student-student interaction.
The use of different instructional strategies that fit the
particular topic being taught: Almost all teachers (T2, T3,
T4, T5, T9, T10, T11, and T12) observed to be fixed with
the same single instructional strategy, regardless of any
stage they taught in their lesson development. The most
commonly used strategy for these teachers, in all three
sessions they were observed, was only supported by the
chalk and talk method of teaching with little
involvement of students in the classroom activities. This
indicated that teachers might not think of the varieties of
strategies appropriate to teach a particular topic in
mathematics, with less consideration of the learners’
diversity in terms of their characteristics and level of
understanding.
The use of teaching approaches that stimulate students’
creativity and give them authorities to solve the problem: Due
to the lack of implementation of the learner center
approach in the classroom and the limited uses of
instruction strategies to most of these teachers (T2, T3,
T4, T5, T9, T10, T11, and T12), students’ creativity was
neither stimulated nor authorized in solve problems.
Consequently, students became dull, passive, and
partially presented in the classroom.
The use of multiple representations, varieties, appropriate,
and real-life examples to clarify the concept. The use of
multiple representations to explain the concept did not
commonly observe to all teachers. Few of them tried to
use not more than two ways of representing the same
idea to students. Besides, some of these teachers were
observed to provide many but not varieties of examples.
All examples appear to stick to one way of presenting
and clarifying the idea. Teachers were also not observed
to consider real-life examples in their teaching.
Teachers’ knowledge of learners
Adaptation to the characteristics and levels of the student
with consideration of their individual differences: The
observation shows that all teachers (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5,
T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, and T12) face difficulties in
adapting to the characteristics and levels of each student.
This could also be due to the single teaching strategy
they used, which was considered to all students in
general. Additionally, teachers did not observe to pay
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attention to learner’s individual differences. Instead,
they regarded learners in general even when they
provided some tasks to students.
Diagnose Pupils’ difficulties in understanding a concept
and ability to challenge the learners cognitively: Considering
the case of diagnosed students’ difficulties, it became
among the challenge for these mathematics teachers.
Almost all teachers did not observe to identify
individual difficulties in understanding the concept;
instead, these teachers were succeeded in identifying the
concepts which all students in general did not
understand. The reason could be due to the teaching
approach they chose, which regards the understanding
of ideas for all students at a time. However, these
teachers were also trying to ask students questions,
though those questions were only challenged learners
cognitively at the lower level.
Actively encouraged the students to ask questions and
accept their ideas: Teachers did not encourage students to
ask the questions; however, they usually used the
common term “any question.” Besides, students in the
class developed the behavior of receiving everything
from teachers. Hence, they became passive and not
active. For this reason, they were not confident
themselves even to provide ideas to their teachers so that
the teachers could accept or reject them.

DISCUSSION
The overall result in the levels of mathematics
teachers PCK was observed to be moderate in the
teachers’ self-assessment and low in the classroom
practice. There could be some possible reasons for
obtaining this kind of result;
All of the mathematics teachers involved in this study
was given training in the teacher education development
program in different levels of certificate, diploma,
degrees, and masters. Additionally, various educational
courses were provided during this academic
development program which was also intended to
improve teachers’ knowledge in teaching mathematics.
This is supported by Tajudin et al. (2015) that the
professional development program is designed to
improve teachers’ way of teaching through the
development of their knowledge, skills, and attitude.
Thus, these teachers were believing and confidently
themselves as knowing PCK as they provided a positive
response on PCK in their self-assessment. And it is for
this reason that the levels of PCK in their self-assessment
became moderate.
Although teachers answered most of the questions to
the level of moderate during this self-assessment, most
of them show weaknesses, especially in the knowledge
of representation and strategies together with
knowledge of the learners. These two aspects of
knowledge need special attention. As it was mention by
Ma’rufi et al. (2018) “a teacher in transforming
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knowledge of content should use different
representations, help students to make the connection
between different representations to solve mathematic
problems, identify students wrong thinking, be able to
give respond toward students’ questions” (p.2).
Therefore, this moderate result emphasizes the need to
influence teachers’ PCK to a higher level.
Regarding the level of PCK based on different
categories of educational levels, specializations, and
teaching experiences, the result showed no significant
difference in the level of mathematics teachers PCK
observed in terms of specializations. This could be due
to the fact that all teachers who are teaching at this level
have sufficient content knowledge that is demanded in
that level they taught. Moreover, teachers were also
provided with a textbook that follows the syllabus as it
was recommended by Ma’rufi et al. (2018) that various
resources such as textbooks accompanied by the
presentation of the concept in a simplifying way to the
student should be used to transform content knowledge.
That is to say; specializations have no effect on
determining the level of PCK to mathematics teachers.
However, a significant difference was observed
based on teachers’ education level and teacher’s
experience in teaching. In a practical sense, the difference
in the level of PCK for the teachers in terms of the level
of education and experience was of moderate effect size.
This implies that the level of education and experience
might be the factor for the higher level of PCK for some
secondary school teachers at Unguja-Island (Zanzibar)
of Tanzania.
Teachers who receive educational skills at a higher
level acquire more pedagogical skills than those at a
lower level. This is supported by the report provided by
Altinok (2013) on the impact of teacher knowledge on
student achievement in 14 Sub-Saharan African
Countries. The author revealed that knowledge in basic
mathematics skills was observed in Tanzania (Zanzibar)
for teachers with university education. Also, the
duration of acquiring those educational skills is longer at
a higher level than those who receive skills at a lower
level. These enable students’ teachers of higher-level to
undergo more practical training and teaching practices
under teacher educators’ supervision.
Parallel to the result obtained by Ma’rufi et al. (2018)
that among the essential factors of teachers PCK is
teaching experience. It is expected that the more teaching
experience, the higher the level of PCK. This is because
the highly experienced teachers are expected to be aware
of the problematic parts of the content, to be familiarized
with theories, principal and mathematics concepts,
expose to varieties of teaching resources, aware of
different strategies and methodologies, able to identify
effective methods and strategies for effective teaching,
experience methods which are not effective, exposed to
different students with different abilities, and also able
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to overcome different challenges with teaching and
learning process. As it was suggested by Krauss et al.
(2008) that PCK and CK might be a function of different
levels of expertise.
The overall average of classroom observation showed
that teachers’ PCK level in the classroom is low. This
indication gives the impression that although teachers’
understanding of PCK is moderate, implementing this
knowledge in classroom practices becomes challenging.
PCK is observed to be the practical knowledge that
informs the teachers’ actual classroom action. Baumert et
al. (2010) observed a positive relationship between
teachers’ PCK and instructional quality.
The teachers’ poor implementation of PCK in the
classroom could be due to different factors, including
lack of implementation of theories of learning for
teachers, of which some of these theories emphasized
prioritizing students’ prior knowledge during lesson
introduction. Consequently, teachers could not be
observed to build new knowledge based on students’
pre-existing
knowledge
during
the
lesson’s
introduction.
The large class size which hinders some of the
teachers from managing the class well. As a result,
teachers face difficulties in considering individual
differences, adaptation to students’ characteristics and
level, and even teaching resources become inadequate.
Lack of creativity or incompetence in relating the lesson
with previous topics or with different aspects of
mathematics concepts was observed to be the challenge
for almost all teachers. Most of the teachers treat the
topics independently, which results in students facing
difficulties in completing the task once if the problem
connected with the previous topics or if the problems
diverse to some aspect of the mathematics concept.
The indication that teachers were able to consider
students’ characteristics and students’ differences would
be observed using appropriate material, the use of
different instructional strategies, the use of multiple
representations of the concept, and the use of varieties,
appropriate and real-life examples. Unfortunately, all of
these were observed to be limited to the teachers when
teaching in the classroom. As a result, teachers were able
to capture only a few students in the classroom lesson,
particularly those with a high understanding level. This
might be caused by a lack of utilization of teaching
resources for the mathematics teachers.

CONCLUSION
The level of mathematics PCK is among the factors
that determine the effectiveness of mathematics
teachers, which is an important part of the teaching and
learning process. Teachers with higher levels in PCK are
likely to be more effective in teaching secondary
mathematics. This study revealed that the level of PCK
for mathematics teachers in Zanzibar is moderate, while

the implementation of PCK in classroom practices is low.
That is to say, mathematics teachers at secondary schools
in Zanzibar face a challenge in implementing PCK in the
teaching and learning process. It is recommended to
provide
in-service
training
regarding
the
implementation of PCK in classroom practices and
improve teaching strategies based on the learnercentered approach to enhance the teachers’ level of PCK,
which will enhance the performance of students in
mathematics subjects. It is also recommended that the
teacher’s personal development increases PCK since the
teacher’s value is based on his capacity to impart
knowledge and skills to the students.
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